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TRANSFER is 	 WALUATION FOR SHUTTLE 'AP 	TUR'
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J.W. Kannel and K.F. Dufrane

XNTRODUCTION

NASA is currently involved in the develipment and evaluation of

long-life turbopumps for use on the shuttle spacecraft main engine (SSME
Because of the reusable design, lifetimes of 27,'W0 seconds (7,5 hours)

are being; sought. Since past experience with these types of turbopumps

has beer limited to a few hundred seconds, the shuttle pump represents

a significant extension of existing technology. The mainshaft support

bearings are of particular c3mcern in this regard. Because of the high

speed (30,000 rpm) nature of the lump, the target endurance for the

bearings is on they 	of 1,3 x 10 6 revolutions.

Gooe ball bearing performance and life are contingent on adequate

lubrication of the ball-race contact region. In conventional, liquid
lubricated bearings, a thin film of lubricant is formed between ball and
races, which protects them from metal-to-metal contact. In the SSME,

the only liquid available is in the form of a cryogenic liquid which has,

at best, questionable lubricating properties. Alternately, the bearing

elements might be lubricated by Teflon transferred from the cage to the

balls and to the races. Teflon-transfer-film bearings are being used ir

other types of applications, and it would seem that Teflon can provide

some protection in the shuttle bearings.

In previous bearing evaluations at Battelle (Cf November 24,

1,980 report), the as-received bearing did not exhibit any positive

evidence of solid film lubrication based on high bearing friction measure-

ments. However, when the bearing races were burnished with Teflon, the

bearing friction was considerably reduced. Further, the burnished Teflon

film appeared to withstand several bearing revolutions. The obvious
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questions then are,

(1) How many .ycles can a burnished film endure?
(2) Can the transfer film mechanism be improved?

The purpose of the research reported herein has been to address the first
question conoidl!ring burnished film lon^evity, ai;,I to some extent, the
second questioa. However, further studies are needed to address the

second question concerning the enhancement of transfer mechanics.
The research reported has involvc,,d four efforts towards evalu-

ating integrity of transfer: and burnished film and overall bearing capacity.
The objectives have been to:

(1) Develop a simple test fixture for checking endurance of

burnished and/or transfer films.
(2) Develop a preliminary procedure for burnishing the Teflon

film and evaluate burnished film longevity and bearing
friction. Both Teflon and Rulon (+ 5% MOS2) were evaluated.

The Rulon was used because of the good performance known
to occur with this material in other transfer film systems.

(3) Determine if transfer film mechanics occur with the
existing design.

(4) Determine (experimentally) the crush-load limit for the
test bearing.
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SUMMARY

A series of low speed experiments to evaluate the possible

occurrence c,f transfer film lubrication and the effectiveness of burnished

films In the SSME thrust bearings were successfully conducted. In the
experiments, no evidence of transfer film lubrication was evident,
although this could have been the result of the (used) condition of the
bearing. Burnished Wms of either Teflon or Rulon were found to greatly

enhance the performance of the bearing. :Film life on the order of 2,5 x
103 bearing revolutions for the Teflon occurred in the experiments under
normal 44'00 N (1,000 pounds) loading. The life was 4,3 x 10 5 cycles for

the Rul,on films. Crush load experiments indicated that the bearing

ultimate load capability is on the order of 489,000 N (110,000 pounds).

FW uxe experiments should include evaluations of the effect
of ball (as well as race) burnishing techniques on bearing performance.
In addition, different types of burnished films should be evaluates'.

Finally, more experiments on transfer film formation should be conducted.
These transfer film studies should include experiments with new (as

opposed to used) bearings and experiments with techniques to enhance

transfer film formations.

PROJECT DETAILS

Apparatus for Burnished Film Experiments

The objective of the bearing experiment^ was to determine the
number of cycles a burnished or transfer film could sustain under high

load conditions. In order to meet this objective within limited time

and budget constraints, extreme simplicity was required of the experi-

mental apparatus. The device chosen involved the simple two bearing

f
device illustrated in Figure 1.

The lower (slave) bearing in the apparatus is a grease lubri-

cated bearing and serves to balance the thrust load on the test bearing.

A solid plate separates the slave bearing from the test (solid lubricated)
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bearing, This plate contains a 48 tooth sprocket used to rotate the

bearings. The test bearing is loaded by means of a pneumatic cylinderM

arrangement having a capacity of at least 89,000 N (20,000 pounds) axial

load... The bearing load is monitored by means of a load .ell situated

between the bearing and she cylinder,

The drive, motor in the apparatus is s 1 horsepower, variable
speed unit and is coupled by means of a chain.^,Pocket (3-1 step down)

arrangement to the bearing set; normal,	 speed v-as 88 rpm. The

drive motor is mounted on a pair of "motor- ,support bearings", This
mounting arrangement alloys for the motor to move Freely .about its
sprocket center-line. The only pivotal constraint on the motor mount

is a :load cell. located 133 mm (5.25 inches) from the free pivot. This
load cell detecto the torque originating from the thrust and sLtve
bearing combinations.

The output from the load cells detecting bearing load and

bearing torque were continuously monitored by a two s-channel, strip-
chart recorder. An automatic shut-off system was used to terminate the

experiments if the torque level exceeded a preset Level.. This automatic

shut-off arrangement allowed for long duration (overnight) experiments

to be conducted with the apparatus.

A photograph of the apparatus and instrumentation is shown in

Figure 2, The main frame and pneumatic loading arrangement are a

commercial (Take) unit which was available at Battelle. The primary

instrumentation consisted of two strain-gage amplifiers and the two-

channel recorder system.

Experimental Procedures

Bearing Torque Calibration

The bearing torque measurement technique is quite simple and

reliable. Unfortunately, it mo ►itors the torque from both the slave

as well as the test bearings. To calibrate for the test bearing torque,

a third (dummy) bearing technique was utilized. This technique involved

f

8, „



FIGURE 2. PHOTOGRAP}i OF BEARING APPARATUS
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f
conducting experiments for three combinations of bearings for various

load conditions, as follows:

(1) 'Vest bearing a ►►d slave bearing.

(2) Test bearing and dummy bearing,

(3) Dummy bearing and slave bearing,
from the results of these experiments, a base line torque factor for the

slave bearing was developed,

Bearing Burnishing Technique,

The goal of the burnishing of the bearing is to coat the maximum

amount and the most durable layer of Teflon on the bearing elements as is

feasible, The initial trials involved coating only the bearing races.

However, the early exp , riments indicated that race coatings alone would

not produce the desired life for the bearing, It was found that even. a

meager coating on the balls enhanced life significantly. Much more work

is needed in the area of ball burnishing to optimize performance.

The procedure used for the bearing burnishing is as follows:

(1) The bearing balls and races were cleaned in a commer.c.i,al.

(SWECO) bearing grin-cleaning device. This operation

removes any previous films on the bearings and provides a

fresh surface for the burnishing process.

(2) The balls and races are wiped dry and cleaned with standard

methanol,.

(3) The bearing balli are put in a 2-inch (50 mm) diameter glass

jar containing Teflon powder and tumbled for 2 hours.

(This procedure coats a thin film on the balls, but is by no

means an optimum method for coating the balls.)

(4) The races are mounted in a commercial lathe and turned at

a speed of 600 rpm at room temperature. A Teflon block is

loaded against the races with a force of 44-66 N (10-15

pounds) for a period of 10-15 minutes. The time period is

based on visual observation of the coated film.

(5) fhe bearing is reassembled and mounted in the test apparatus.



The same procedure was used 
for 

coating the bearing racim with

I 1^ -	 , o the T f I cm powd vROlOn (+ 5% MO$ 2 ), except that- g" "k)St') 
was 

added t	 e

for the ball tumbling oporationo.

Nonburnished Bearing Experiments

All of tile experiments were condw ted ustng the some, bearing.

This bearing, had been removed frc ,o a successful engine firing test and

was in very good condition. This bearing (designated 7955) is as 440 C

angular contact used as the thrust bearing for the SRIL^ high-pressuro

liquid-oxygen turbopump. Some general data on the bearing is given ,In

Table I for reference purposes. In all experiments, the bearing was
precleaned by the procedure outlined 

:in 
the previous section,

The livitial experiments ere conducted with nont) u riiis tied balls

and races to evitermine base line (dry) frictioti and to QVOLUate the

propensit y	transfer-film development under high 7oad conditions. In

these Initial experiments, there was eonsiderablo wear of the balls 
and

racos, as e'videllood by metall4c debris around the tipparatus, Aso, there

was notable cage wear, but 
there was 

no evidence of Teflon transfor from

the cage to tile balls, even after many hundreds of revolutiens. This

lack of Teflon transfer is disconcerting because it suggests that traasfor-

film lubrication with tile current cage design may not be viable for this

bearing. It call be conjectured that the available Tk-,Ion at the ball

pockets had worn, away during the previous engine test with this bearing,

which left only glass fibers exposed to uage surfaces, Considerably

more work in needed here involving new bearings and/or ball pockets do-

sJ.gned to promote transfer film lubrication.

U all of the experiments, the sequence was terminated when
a significant increase in torque occurred, Table 2 shows typical
starting and termination torques from the experiments, along with tile

test duration. The nonburnished bearing experiments are designated by

sequence numbers D-1 to D-5, The initial torques were on the order of

27 in/lb (3 N-m) for the 2,000 pound (8,900 N) experiment and increased

to 180 in/lb (20 N-m) at the highest 10,000 pound (44,000 N) load. The



TABLE 1. A$$VMU DEARING DESIGN CONDITIONS

Bearing Type

Parameter	 7955

Ball Diameter	 m(in)	 .012 (.500)

Pith Diameter	 m(in)	 .061 (3.19)

Contact Angle
	

Degrees
	

20.5

Inner Race Curvature	 .53

Outer Race Curvaturr,,	 ,53

Number of Balls
	

13

Speed	 RPM	 30,000

Ja
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TABLE	 StJ-MXARY OF BURNISHED FXUf MFORMANCE.

Torque
$Cquence Lubricant 1.0,ij	 Running Terminal

4 
Duration

Number (Preburnished) N (Ibs)	 N-m (in/lb) N-m	 (in/11)) 10	 Revolutions

D-1 None 8,900 (2 0 000) 3.	 (27 \, 6, (57) .075

0-2 None 17,800 (4,000) 10.	 (90) 19. (120) 03

D-3 Noxic 27,000 (6,000) 17,	 (150) 19, (165) .026

None 36X0 (8,000) 3.9.	 (165) 24 (210) .026

D-5 None
44,000 (10,000)"- 20, it ^180) 25, (223) .05

0

Tef I on 4,400 (1,000) 1.	 (915) 115 (13) 27,

T-2 'ieflon 4,400 (1, 000) 111	 (10.2) a . 2 (20) 25.

T-3 Tef Ion 8$900 (2 1 000) 1.8	 (36) 1,.5 (40) 13.

T-4 Teflon 17,800 (4,000) 2.8	 (25) 3.4 (30) 4,2

T-5 Teflon 53,000 (12,000) 8.3	 (73) 10.2 (90) .48

T-6 Teflon 62,000 (14,000) 10.	 (88) 111 (100) .53

R-1 Rulon 4,400 (1,000) 1,1	 (10. 2) 2,8 (24) 43,

R-2 +5% MOS 2
8,900 (2,000) 1.9	 (17) 4.9 (40) 1,7

R-3 i f 1.7,800. (4,000) 3.2	 (28) 5.7 (50) 3.6

R-4 36,000 (8,000) 5.8	 (51.) 8.3 (73) 1.1

R-5 53,000 (12,000) 8.0	 (71) 9.4 (83) .44

R-6 62,000 (14,000) 8.8	 (78) 919 (88) .18

-T 7-
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f	 terminal (sb-at-down) torques were chosen to be about 3,5 N-m (27-45 in/lb)

increase over the initial torques.

xn general, the nonburnished bearings pertrmed 'badly. As

mentioned earlier, metallic wear debris was released from the bearing, and

the bearing survived for only a relatively few revolutions before a torque

increase occurred.

Burnished Bearing Experiments

A summary of the experiments involving burnished, bails and races

is also given in Table 2. Sequences T-I to T-6 pertain to the burnished.
Teflon experiments, and sequences R-I to R-6 pertain to the Rulon, tests.
In all cases, the torques associated with the burnished films were con-
siderably less than those associated with "clean" bearings (D-1 to n-5).

For example, a bearing with Teflon film produced a torque of about 1.8 N-m

(16 in/lb) at 8,900 N (2,000 pounds) axial load, where as the "clean"

bearing produced a torque of 3 N-m (27 in/lb) for the same load, In c;1l.s

regard, the torque associated with the Rulon film is 1.9 N"rat (17 in/lb),

which is quite similar to the Teflon, Figure 3 summarizes the torque

data for the two transfer film lubricants as a. function of load.

The primary concerti for the bearings in the regard of the space

shuttle is the operating lif<,. Past evaluations of full engine west

bearings have revealed that several bearings have ,failed in a relatively
shs,rt time period. The goal of the burnished film experiments has been

to determine if an increase in life will occur as a result of th

burnishing. Table 2 shows performance life data for various load condi-

tions. At a load of 4,400 N (1,000 pounds), .she Teflon film incurred 2.5-
2.7 x 10 5 revolutions before a torque increase occurred. This would be

equivalent to the number of cycles an engine bearing operating at 30,000

rpm would incur in 500 seconds (— 1 launch). The Rulon film endured almost

twice as many cycles at the same load, or the equivalent to two launch.

cycles.

Even at increased loading, the burnished film endured a signifi-

cant number of cycles. For example, the Rulon film withstood 1.1 x 104

revolutions aver at 35,600 N (8,000 pounds) load. This implies that burnished

a
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filmu can, at least, assist the engine bearings during short-duration,

overloading. A summary of the duration of the films is given in

Figure 4 •

Although significant life can be expected at higher loaded

conditions, the life is considerably less than would occur for the
4,400 N (1,000 hounds) load. One explanation :Car the lo gs of life with

load is shown in Figure 5. Transfer films appear to have some uC-per

limit of stress capacity. This limit is about 2 G pa (300,000 psi.). The

shuttle bearings incur this stress at a load of 4,400 N (1,000 pounds).

Toads in excess of this level produce stresses which are, at best, marginal.

for transfer film integrity.
An alternate method for evaluating transfer or burnished film

behavior is to monitor the electrical insulation capability of the films.

In the course of the longer duration experiments (T-2 and it-l), random

monitoring of resistance was made by :Weans of a commercia l. resistance

motor. The results are presented in Figure 6. In both cases shown, a

high resistance (>50,000Q) was developed early in the experiment, which

is indicative of good layers of Teflon or iulon throughout the bearing.

At the time of film failure, the resi.st "nce became very small. This

measurement simply further illustrated that the burnished film had either

been destroyed or consumed at the ball.-rase contacts in the bearing.

Exte;asion to Shuttle Engine

The goal of the burnished .film experiment was to evaluate the

life of surface :Films under shuttle engine load conditions. No effort was

made to duplicate the cryogenic environment or speed-tulated parameters.

The good results indicate that burnished .films can potentially greatly

assist the shuttle system for a range of anticipated :Load conditions.

Actually, as shown in Figure 5, the maximum stress in the bearing at

low rpm was probably greater for the experiment than for the actual engine

at 30,000 rpm. That is, although centrifugal forces increase outer race

stress, they reduce the inner race stress. Since at low speed, inner

race stresses are always the dominant in the bearing, the peals stresses
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at low speeds may be highet than the peak stresses at high speeds, or

course, this evaluation does not inOude dynamic radiol-load effects.
In 

general, the data given here offers sufficient evide-nee

that burnished UJms can assist 
the 

engine operation to merit full scale

tests. Further work is needed, however, in the area of ball burnishing.
It should be noted that the surface area of 

the 
balls is greater than

the ball tracks on the races at a given load-speed condition. It is

possible, then, that better ball burnishing call yield more film surface

area to the bearing and 
can lead to even better performance life than

measured in the low speed tests,

Crush Load Tests

A final test in the protect was to determine the crush load of
the bearing. For this exporime-tit, a speclal hot,sing wns fabricated to

Contain then. bearing outer ra,,'e. 'I'lie diametral clearance between the

outer race and this housing was approximately 0.05 m (0.002 inch), Th o

assombly was loaded ill a universal testing madiino with ultimate

capacity in excess of 890,000 N (200,000 pounds). A load-deflection

curve was devoloped by tbis machine in 
the 

course of the experiment, as

shown in Figure 7. At a load of 489,000 N (110,000 pounds), the bearing

emitted audible fracture sounds, which were accompanied by instantaneous

increases in deflection. 
In our earlier report (Kannel and Merriman,

August, 1980), it was predicted that the 7955 bearing would crush at

loads 
on 

the order of 480,000 N (108,000 pounds). The measured fracture

load is eonsistant with those prediction,,;.

A photograph of the bearing (including the outer i.ace contain-

ment system) is given 
in Figure 8, At the severe loading imposed 

in the

experiment, gross plastic flow of the races and balls occurred. Also,

the outer, race was fractured under each ball location and 4 balls were

fractured.
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First break

FIGURE 7. CRUSH LOAD TEST WITH 7955 BEARING



FIGURE 8. PHOTOGi;APH OF 7955 BEARING AFTER CRUSHING EXPERIMENT
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Calcullting 11111.,ts

Since the bearing drawing and all input data provided by NASA
were in English uniLS, all calculntions were performed in English units,

Therefore, the Sx units presented in this report were converted from

E,nglibh units. The data, on which this report is based is lo0ated In

Battelle Laboratory Record 'Book Number 34405.

I
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